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Employee Safety Guidelines
Although the CDC said that vaccinated Americans only need to wear a mask when gathering in indoor public places, it’s unclear how that applies to private workplaces like factories and offices.
Workplace reopenings stalled by unclear safety rules
The Labor Department sent the safety standards to the OMB for review, the first step before they are released publicly and go into effect.
Biden administration advances emergency Covid workplace safety rules after weeks of delay
While Michigan is making progress to vaccinate the vast majority of residents against COVID-19, Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s administration wants to put in place long-term workplace safeguards in case the ...
Biz, labor groups spar over state’s ‘permanent’ COVID-19 workplace rules
It is Mental Health Awareness Week. Last year, Real Business reported that 53% of employees felt unsupported at work. So, how do we improve this figure?
Mental Health in the Workplace Post Lockdown
The New York State Legislature recently passed the Health and Essential Rights Act (the “HERO Act”), which has been delivered to Governor Cuomo for his signature. The legis ...
New York State’s HERO Act Set to Impose Additional Workplace Health and Safety Obligations on Employers
Healthcare workers are charged with protecting the health of the public but they increasingly need protection, too. Colleen McDonald, CEO of University of Minnesota's Community Healthcare Center, said ...
Healthcare workers say workplace safety plans needed
A bill that requires workplaces to have COVID-related safety measures in place was signed into law on Wednesday night by Gov. Andrew Cuomo. But the approval of the bill came with an agreement with ...
Cuomo signs bill requiring COVID safety guidelines for workplaces
Oregon is keeping in place Covid-19 workplace protections, including face coverings, until they are “no longer needed.” ...
Oregon OSHA extends Covid-19 safety rules for workplaces indefinitely
In a step toward becoming public and going into effect, the Labor Department sent the draft emergency workplace safety rules to the Office of Management and Budget. The covid guidelines were ...
Delayed Updates To Workplace Safety Standards Move To OMB
A Michigan agency writing permanent COVID-19 rules for workplaces is facing scrutiny from legislators who could delay the process for months.
Indefinite COVID-19 workplace rules face pushback from Michigan lawmakers, businesses
A bill intended to ensure workplace safety passed both houses of the state Legislature and is sitting on the desk of Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo. The intent of the “NY ...
The Editorial Board: NY Hero Act needs changes to make safety rules less heavy-handed
The next step of the UK's coronavirus lockdown easing is expected to be announced by Prime Minister Boris Johnson later today, with a whole host of changes set to be introduced. Government ministers ...
May 17 lockdown rules: The measures PM Boris Johnson will announce at 5pm press conference
The world-renowned chef and restaurateur is using the coronavirus pandemic to bounce back more conscious about health and safety.
Wolfgang Puck caters to the times with COVID-19 safety protocol: ‘It’s up to us’
The United States will distribute 60 million doses of the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine to other countries over the next several months; workplace safety rules on COVID-19 submitted by Labor Department ...
What We’re Reading: US to Share 60M Vaccine Doses Worldwide; COVID-19 Workplace Safety Rules; No Action on Drug Pricing
Beyond these considerations, however, privacy laws present an additional challenge as to how employers can collect, maintain and use proof of vaccinations. Given the lack of federal privacy law ...
Vaccinations in the Workplace: The Privacy Conundrum
The standards would set enforceable, temporary rules across the country for employees on wearing masks at work.
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Biden team advances COVID-19 workplace mask rules after Democrats demand explanation
Companies are offering plenty of incentives to encourage their workers to get COVID vaccinations, but few, if any, are requiring the shots as a condition for coming back to work—or, in the case of new ...
Indianapolis-area employers reluctant to require employee vaccinations
The Biden administration is facing rare criticism from some of its closet Democratic allies over the delay in issuing a workplace safety standard for covid.
Biden administration faces heat from Democrats over delay issuing workplace safety standard
But behind the scenes, long-time employees are quitting and some have had panic attacks because of the company’s apparent apathy toward COVID-19 protocols, workers say. Blue Cross Blue Shield sent ...
‘They don’t care’: Blue Cross bashed for making union employees work in person, skirting COVID-19 rules
In response to a deadly 2017 accident in Greene that killed the driver of a funeral home's transport SUV, a legislative committee Thursday told funeral industry regulators to find ways to improve ...
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